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VIPER MODEL V-1832AG 4-AXIS CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

MAZAK M5/2500 CNC FLAT BED LATHE WITH 24" SWING X 102" CENTERS

AMERICAN PACEMAKER HEAVY DUTY ENGINE LATHE

ROUND 10" X 5/8" INITIAL PINCH HYDRAULIC PLATE BENDING ROLLS
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Bid SHOTER.com
CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS

(2) YAM MODEL MV-3A CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS

1 of 2

MAZAK NEXUS 510C II 4-AXIS CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

MAZAK VQC-20/50B CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

MAZAK MAZATECH V-550 CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER

VIPER Model V-1632AG 4-Axis CNC Vertical Machining Center with 32” x 65” Table, 59” X-Axis, 32.28” Y-Axis, 32.28” Z-Axis Travels, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 6,000 RPM, 32 ATC, Chip Blaster High Pressure Thru-Spindle Coolant, Dual Chip Augers to Chip Conveyor, Renishaw Tool Touch Probe, Tsudakoma 10” Model RB250R 4th Axis Rotary Table (to be sold separate), Fanuc Series 21i- MB Pendant CNC Control with Remote, Full Enclosure, sn:010817 Mfg: 2008

MAZAK Nexus 510C II 4-Axis CNC Vertical Machining Center with 21-3/4” x 51” Table, 41.3” X-Axis, 20” Y-Axis, 20” Z-Axis Travels, #40 Taper Spindle Speeds to 12,000 RPM, 30 ATC, Thru-Spindle Coolant, Chip Augers to Chip Conveyor, Renishaw Tool Touch Probe, Renishaw Part Probe, Nikken 10” CNC260, 4th Axis Rotary Table (to be sold separate), Mazatrol Matrix CNC Control with Remote Pulse Generator, Full Enclosure, sn:205155, mfg:2008

MAZAK Mazatech V-550 CNC Vertical Machining Center with 22” x 55” Table, 41” X-Axis, 22” Y-Axis, 22” Z-Axis Travels, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to Approximately 6,000 RPM, 30 ATC, Tool Touch Probe, Enclosure, Mazatrol M-32 CNC Pendant Control, sn:88195

MAZAK VQC – 20/50B CNC Vertical Machining Center with 21-3/4” x 48-3/4” Table, 39” X-Axis, 19.6” Y-Axis, 20” Z-Axis Travels, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 3,150 RPM, 24 ATC, Tool Touch Probe, Enclosure, Mazatrol M-2 CNC Control, sn:55625

(2) YAM Model MV-3A CNC Vertical Machining Centers with 17” x 35-1/2” Tables, 25.5” X-Axis, 17.7” Y-Axis, 19.6” Z-Axis Travels, #40 Taper Spindle Speeds to Approximately 4,500 RPM, Full Enclosures, Work Lighting, 28 Side ATC, Fanuc OM CNC Pendant Controls, sn:N00108, sn:N00090

Huge Assortment of #50 & #40 Taper Toolholders, 4th Axis, Perishable Tooling, Vises & Accessories
MACHINERY INSPECTION DATE & TIMES – MONDAY, OCTOBER 22ND FROM 8:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M. PDT

CNC LATHES & TURNING CENTERS

MAZAK M5/2500 CNC Flat Bed Lathe with 24” Swing x 102” Centers, 15” 3-Jaw Chuck Speeds to 2200 RPM, 30 HP, Front & Rear Turrets, Hydraulic Tailstock, Chip Guarding, Mazatrol CAM T-2 CNC Control, Extremely Clean Condition, sn:63902

TAKISAWA TC-4 CNC Lathe with 15” 3-Jaw Chuck, 19.7” Swing x 52” Centers, Approximately 3” Bore, 10 Station Turret, Hydraulic Tailstock, Chip Conveyor, Fanuc 15T CNC Control, sn:THWM9194

TAKISAWA TS-20 CNC Lathe with 10” 3-Jaw Chuck, 15.7” Machining Diameter x 48” Centers, 4,000 RPM, 12 Station Turret, Hydraulic Tailstock, Fanuc 10T CNC Pendant Control, sn:THFM4326

MAZAK QT8N CNC Lathe with 6-1/2” 3-Jaw Chuck, 11” Swing x Approximately 20” Centers, 8 Station Turret, Collet Chuck, Tool Probe, Hydraulic Tailstock, Mazatrol T-32-2 CNC Control, sn:86022

TREE T/C-2 CNC Lathe with 19” Swing, Collet Chuck, 18” CC, 8 Position Turret, 2” Thru Hole, Fanuc 6T Control

---

TAKISAWA TC-4 CNC LATHE

MAZAK M5/2500 CNC FLAT BED LATHE WITH 24” SWING X 102” CENTERS

CNC PLATE DRILL & MACHINING CENTER

ARBOGA 5008 CNC PLATE DRILL & MACHINING CENTER

ARBOGA 5008 CNC Plate Drill & Machining Center with 55” x 59” Table, Approximately 30” Vertical Travel, 60” Cross Travel, 76” Table Travel, 12 ATC, #40 Taper Spindle, Sinumerik System 3 CNC Control, sn:86020

---

MAKAK QT8N CNC LATHE

TAKISAWA TS-20 CNC LATHE

MAZAK QT8N CNC LATHE

CNC PLATE DRILL/MILL

ARBOGA 5008 CNC Plate Drill & Machining Center with 55” x 59” Table, Approximately 30” Vertical Travel, 60” Cross Travel, 76” Table Travel, 12 ATC, #40 Taper Spindle, Sinumerik System 3 CNC Control, sn:86020

Can’t Attend the Sale? Register on Bidspotter.com to Bid Live Online in this Auction!!

(888) 800-4442

EXCELLENT

OVER 1000 LOTS

15” CHUCK

MAZAK M5/2500 CNC FLAT BED LATHE WITH 24” SWING X 102” CENTERS

TAKISAWA TC-4 CNC LATHE

MAKAK QT8N CNC LATHE

TAKISAWA TS-20 CNC LATHE

TREE T/C-2 CNC LATHE
G&L 5" HORIZONTAL BORING MILL W/ TAILSTOCK

G&L HYPRO 64" VERTICAL BORING MILL

LEBLOND 24" SWING X 6" CENTERS ENGINE LATHE

SODICK CNC WIRE CUT EDM

OVER 1000 LOTS

SODICK CNC Wire Cut EDM, Model 812, X=8,031, Y=11,900, with Water Cooling & Resistance Meter, sn:541, mfg:1989

HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL BORING MILLS

GIDDINGS & LEWIS 5" Horizontal Boring Mill with #50 Taper Spindle, 60" x 122" Table, 80" Vertical Travel, 90" Y-Axis, 110" X-Axis Travel, In-Floor Table Supports, Main/Aux Spindle Speeds to 500/2000 RPM, 3-Axis DRO, Pendant Control, Model 351-T, Tailstock, Right Angle Head, 26" Facing Head, (may be sold separate), sn:5895

60" x 60" GIDDINGS & LEWIS T-Slot Rotary Table with 360 Degree Graduations, Clamping, sn:1916212

GIDDINGS & LEWIS HYPRO 64" Vertical Boring Mill with 62" 4-Jaw Table, Table Speeds to 60 RPM, 56" Under Rail, (2) Swivel Ram Heads, Side Head, 40HP Drive, Pendant Control, 2-Axis Mitutoyo DRO, sn:7517

HOLLOW SPINDLE ENGINE LATHE

Lodge & Shipley Powerturn 28" Swing x 100" Hollow Spindle Lathe with 9" Bore, 21" Front & Back 4-Jaw Double Chucks, Spindle Speeds to 450 RPM, Threading, 4-Way Rapid Traverse, Chip Pan & Guard, Steady Rest, sn:45403

ENGINE LATHES


LEBLOND 24" Swing x 6" Centers Engine Lathe with 18" 4-Jaw Chuck, 2-1/8" Bore, Spindle Speeds to 800 RPM, Threading, Chip Pans, sn:NF5274

AMERICAN PACEMAKER 57" SWING X 180" CENTERS HEAVY DUTY ENGINE LATHE (LIKE NEW CONDITION)
LEBLOND REGAL SERVO SHIFT 19” SWING X 100” CENTERS ENGINE LATHE

MONARCH 20” SWING X 102” CENTERS HEAVY DUTY LATHE

CLAUSING COLCHESTER 17” SWING X 83” CENTERS ENGINE LATHE

MONARCH 20” SWING X 102” Centers Heavy Duty Lathe, Model 62, 2013T x 102, with 12” 4-Jaw Chuck, 2-1/8” Bore, Spindle Speeds to 1750 RPM, Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, Steady Rest, sn:45029

LEBLOND REGAL Servo Shift 19” Swing x 100” Centers Engine Lathe with 16” & 8” 4-Jaw Chucks, Spindle Speeds to 1800 RPM, Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, Steady Rest, Trav-A-Dial, sn:8E3081

CLAUSING COLCHESTER 17” Swing x 83” Centers Engine Lathe with 12” 3-Jaw Chuck, 3” Bore, Spindle Speeds to 1600 RPM, Inch/Metric Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, sn:7-5017-09634

MONARCH DS&G 17” Swing x 80” Centers Engine Lathe, Model 1709 x 80, with 15” 6-Jaw & 4-Jaw Chucks, 3-1/4” Bore with Camlock Double Chuck, Spindle Speeds to 1400 RPM, Inch/Metric Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, Sliding Chip Guard, 4-Way Rapids, Trav-A-Dial, sn:41605

LEBLOND REGAL Servo Shift 15” Swing x 54” Centers Engine Lathe with 10” 6-Jaw & 4-Jaw Chucks, 1-3/4” Bore, Spindle Speeds to 1800 RPM, Inch/Metric Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, Chuck Guard, sn:10C-564

MONARCH 15” Swing x 54” Centers Engine Lathe, Model 13, with 10” 4-Jaw & 8” 6-Jaw Chucks, Spindle Speeds to 800 RPM, Threading, Taper Attachment, Chip Pans, Chuck Guard, sn:40429

Huge Assortment of Chucks & Lathe Tooling, Face Plates, Etc.

Visit Our Website to View a Calendar of Upcoming Auctions! While You’re There, Join Our Mailing List and Receive Email Notifications of Future Sales! WWW.ASSET-SALES.COM
CNC PLASMA BURNING MACHINE

<
C&G SYSTEMS CROSSFIRE 11’ X 23’ HIGH PRECISION PLASMA CUTTING MACHINE

(3) HARDINGE MODEL HLV-H HIGH PRECISION ENGINE LATHES

MONARCH MODEL 10EE HIGH PRECISION ENGINE LATHE

HYD-MECH MODEL S-20A AUTOMATIC MITRE CUTTING HORIZONTAL BANDSAW

DOALL MODEL C-1213M HORIZONTAL BANDSAW

DOALL MODEL TF-1421H AUTOMATIC INFEEDING VERTICAL BANDSAW

PRECISION TOOLROOM LATHES

MONARCH Model 10EE High Precision Engine Lathe with 10” Swing x 20” Centers, 5C Collet Closers, 6” 6-Jaw Chuck, Spindle Speeds to 4000 RPM, Inch/Metric Threading, Chip Pan, Chuck Guard, Taper Attachment, Trav-A-Dial, sn:53147, mfg:8/1982

HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL BANDSAWS
HYD-MECH Model S-20A Automatic Mitre Cutting Horizontal Bandsaw with Multi-Index, 1” Blade Mitres to 45 Degrees, (2) Hydraulic Vises, Variable Blade Speeds, 2’ Discharge Table with Bar stop, sn:10790457

DOALL Model C-1213M Horizontal Bandsaw with 12-3/4” Round Capacity, Variable Blade Speeds with DRO, Approximately 20’ Infeed Conveyor, 2’ Discharge with Bar Stop, Hydraulic Vise, Coolant, sn:413-85203

DOALL Model TF-1421H Automatic Infeeding Vertical Bandsaw with Manual Tilt, Variable Band Speeds to 400 FPM, (2) Hydraulic Vises, 4-1/2’ Infeed Conveyor, sn:363-86658

MARVEL No.8/M1 Vertical Infeeding Bandsaw with Manual Tilt, Coolant, Work Light, sn:86359
KEYSEATER
DC MORRISON 1-1/4" Capacity Keyseater with Holdown & Overarm, sn:K972053

TAP DISINTEGRATOR
UNI-TEK Model 40086 with Servo Head, 21” x 47” Work Table, sn:41482

RADIAL ARM DRILLS
FOSDICK 7’ x 18” Column Radial Arm Drill with 20 HP Motor, Spindle Speeds to 1010 RPM, Power Clamping, Box Table & T-Slot Base, Coolant, sn:11627

CARLTON 4’ x 13” Column Radial Arm Drill

ROTARY GRINDER
BLANCHARD No.18 36” Rotary Surface Grinder with Approximately 1/2” Chuck Depth, Wheel Dresser, Wet Base Coolant System, 25 HP, Neutrofiber INR5ID, sn:5070

DRILLS, SANDERS & MISC. GRINDERS
WILTON Type 24514 Geared Drill Press with 12” Throat Depth, Power Feed Spindle Speeds to 1460 RPM, Foot Actuator, sn:72799

CLAUSING Model 2287 Variable Speed Drill Press with 10” Throat, Adjustable T-Slot Table, Power Feed Spindle, Foot Actuator, sn:526115

PORTER-CABLE 8” Wet-Dry Belt Grinder Type BGB with 13” x 26” 2-Axis Table, Jog, sn:7886E

POWEROMATIC Model 30B Combination 6” Belt / 12” Disc Sander, sn:9230121

POWEROMATIC Model 33, 6” Belt Sander with Tilt Work Table, sn:83367

HAMMOND 10” Double End Pedestal Grinders
HAMMOND WD-6 Double End Carbide Grinder, sn:13996
Numerous Other Grinders & Disc Sanders

If You Own a Plant, You Should Attend This Auction! Over 1000 Lots of Machinery, Equipment & Tooling!

DC MORRISON 1-1/4” CAPACITY KEYSEATER

WILTON TYPE 24514 GEARED DRILL PRESS

UNI-TEK MODEL 40086 TAP DISINTEGRATOR WITH SERVO FEED HEAD

(888) 800-4442

Visit Our Website to See Upcoming Auctions & Details
Visit Our Website to View a Calendar of Additional Upcoming Industrial Auctions! While You’re There, Join Our Mailing List and Receive Email Notifications of Future Sales!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22
8:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.
MILLING MACHINES

BRIDGEPORT Series II Vertical Milling Machine with Variable Spindle Speeds to 3500 RPM, Variable Power Quill Feed, 11” x 58” Table, All Direction Power Feeds, 4 HP, Coolant, 2-Axis DRO, sn:6946

BRIDGEPORT Series II Special Vertical Milling Machine with Variable Spindle Speeds, 2 HP, 11” x 58” Power Feed Table, 2-Axis DRO, sn:62708

(2) BRIDGEPORT Variable Speed Vertical Milling Machines with 9” x 48” Power Feed Table, Power Knee Feed, Variable Spindle Speed, 7’’ Riser, 2-Axis DRO, Shapers (to be sold separate), sn:233077, sn:208179

BRIDGEPORT Variable Speed Vertical Milling Machine with 3-Axis Power Feeds, 9” x 42” Table, Accu-Rite 2-Axis DRO, Shaper (to be sold separate), sn:214101

CLASSIC Variable Speed Vertical Milling Machine with 3-Axis Power Feeds, #40 Taper Spindle Speeds Variable to 3750 RPM, 10” x 50” Table, Millivison DRO, sn:92064

AMSTAR Model MV-49 Vertical Milling Machine with 3-Axis Power Feeds, 9” x 48” Table, Variable Speeds to 4300 RPM, R-8 Taper, Millivision 2-Axis DRO, sn:1747

KEARNEY & TRECKER MILWAUKEE CH-NO.4 Heavy Duty Vertical Milling Machine with 15” x 74” Power Feeding Table, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1500 RPM, 15 HP, sn:8-8455

KEARNEY & TRECKER MILWAUKEE 420 TF-17 Heavy Duty Universal Horizontal Milling Machine with Universal Power Feed Vertical Head Attachment, #50 Taper Spindle Speeds to 1500 RPM, 16” x 80” Universal Power Feeding Table, 3-Way Power Feeds, sn:69384

SURFACE, CYLINDRICAL & TOOL GRINDERS

BROWN & SHARPE No.13 Universal Tool & Cylindrical Grinder with 8” Swing x 24” Centers, Headstock Speeds to 540 RPM, Electralign Gaging, sn:525-13-1507

OLIVER ADRIAN Model 600 Drill Sharpening with 10” Chuck, Coolant, sn:G8707

CINCINNATI No. 2 Plain Cutter Grinder with 6” x 44” Table, Universal Work Head, Large Assortment of Accessories, sn:315127-73-0045

BROWN & SHARPE Model 824 Micromaster Hydraulic Surface Grinder with Electromagnetic Chuck, Incremental Downfeed, Coolant, sn:523-824-140

CINCINNATI NO.2 PLAIN CUTTER GRINDER
HUNDRED OF WELL MAINTAINED INSPECTION EQUIPMENT!

(2) G&D CORDAX MODEL 1808-M DCC MEA CNC CMM

SPECTRO TEST METAL SPECTROMETER

< SCHERR TUMICO 30" COMPARATOR

H Closeup of Machine Auctions!

DAKE Model 25-292, 75 Ton Hydraulic Straightening Press with 20" x 84" Bed, 11" Throat, sn:133624

RODERS Model S80-14-1001, 80 Ton Electric-Hydraulic H-Frame Press with Adjustable Rail, 45° Between Uprights, Adjustable Head, sn:1521-866

ENERPAC 50 Ton Electric-Hydraulic H-Frame Press with Adjustable Lower Hydra-Lift Rail, 28-1/2" Between Uprights

INSPECTION & QC DEPARTMENT

(2) GIDDINGS & LEWIS Cordax Model 1808-M DCC MEA CNC Coordinate Measuring Machines with 39.5" X-Axis, 24" Y-Axis, 18" Z-Axis, Renishaw PH8A Articulating Motorized Probe Heads with 8 Station ACR Tip Changer Stations, Upgraded Measuremax V.6.02 Software & Computers, Joy Stick Remote Control Machines Completely Retrofitted in 2000 & Hold Within 6 Microns (Volumetric) (Software Access Password 5169) sn:C-6405, sn:C-6465

API Laser Tracker II Plus Model LTS-1100 Portable Laser Tracker with Spatial Analyzer V.1.5.0.1 Software, Laser Head & Tripod, Dell Inspiron 5160 Laptop Computer, Calibrated to 32" Diameter Range, Head, sn:LTS32960105, mfg.2005

SPECTRO TEST Model TF07E04C Portable Metal Spectrometer with Keyboard, Readout, Spark Probe & Optic Gun, Printout, Very Little Use, sn:11243700, mfg.2000

SCHERR TUMICO Model 22-2500 30" Optical Comparator with 7-3/4" x 35" Power Feed Table, Numerous Lenses, Quadra-Chek 2000 Control, sn:9285

JONES & LAMSON Model Epic 30, 30" Optical Comparator with 9-1/2" x 32" Table, Lens Selector, sn:E42680

36" x 72" MICRO-FLAT, DOALL & STARRETT Black Granite Surface Tables

Huge Assortment of Inspection Instruments Including NEW AGE INDUSTRIES Verstron Digital Benchtop Hardness Tester, WILSON ROCKWELL Benchtop Hardness Tester, Numerous Sets of TESA Intra-Mics From 2" – 12", STARRETT Micrometer Sets to 48", Digital & Vernier Height Gages to 50", STARRETT High Precision Calipers to 62", MITUTOYO Profilometer, STARRETT Gage Stands, Pin Gage Sets, Thread Plug Gage Sets, Fine & Coarse Thread Plug Gage Sets, Thread Ring Gages, Metric Tools, Depth Micrometers, Deep Throat Micrometers, Granite V-Blocks, 2-Axis Inspection Rotary Tables, Dial Bore Gages, Vernier Protractors, Ultra-Precision Indicators, Inside Micrometers, Precision Squares, Cylindrical Squares, Sine Bars, Mitutoyo 24" Cadillac Gage, etc.....too much to list, Huge Inspection Department!

DAKE 75 TON STRAIGHTENING PRESS

HYDRAULIC H-FRAME & STRAIGHTENING PRESSES

GIDDING & LEWIS Model MBB-1690 Power Stroking Hone with Variable Cutting Pressure, Filtration, sn:80283

VIDMAR 11 Drawer Cabinet with Full Contents of Hone Tooling & Abrasives

SUNNEN Model S80-14-1001, 80 Ton Electric-Hydraulic H-Frame Press with Adjustable Rail, 45° Between Uprights, Adjustable Head, sn:1521-866

MACHINERY INSPECTION DATE & TIMES – MONDAY, OCTOBER 22ND FROM 8:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M. PDT

(2) H-FRAME PRESSES & SUNNEN HONE

HUGE SELECTION OF WELL MAINTAINED INSPECTION EQUIPMENT!
**PLATE BENDING ROLLS**

- **ROUND** 10’ x 5/8” Initial Pinch Hydraulic Plate Bending Rolls, Model PS310 with Hydraulic Drop End, Pendant Control, sn:OE2924, mfg.1982
- **NIAGARA** 48” x 1/4” Initial Pinch Plate Roll, Model 6-48 with Pneumatic Drop End, Foot Actuator, sn:56333
- **NIAGARA** 48” x 12 GA. Initial Powered Pinch Plate Roll, Catalog No. 351, sn:56143
- **PEXTO** 36” x 1/8” Power Plate Roll, Model 416 with Foot Actuator, sn:4/58

**PUNCH & IRON WORKER**

- **W.A. WHITNEY** Model 630-A Single End Punch & Duplicating Machine with Capacity from 4”Dia./10GA. To 9/16” Dia./1/2”, 35” Throat, 76” Worktable, sn:630-407-11369

**PRESS BRAKE & HYDRAULIC SHEARS**

- **CINCINNATI** No. 4, 10’ x 100 Ton Mechanical Press Brake with Die Rail, Foot Treadle, Work Lights, 4 Series x 6’; 3” Stroke, sn:310222
- Large Assortment of Press Brake Dies Including 10” x 3” Face 4-way Die
- **PACIFIC** 10’ x 1/2” Hydraulic Plate Shear, Model 500R-10 with 52” F.O.P.B.G., 8” Squaring Arm, Sheet Support Arms, sn:S11007 (Flush Floor)

**HYDRAULIC & TUBE BENDERS**

- **COAST IRON** Model 4RD Hydraulic Tube Bender with 4” IPS Nominal Capacity, Numerous Dies to 4” with Storage Rack, sn:4RD-78-154
- **RICHARDS** Multiform Bender with Allen Bradley Programmable Control, sn:1954P
- **DIACRO** No.4 Hand Bender with Stand, sn:DD3185

**OVER 1000 LOTS**
MISC. SHEET METAL MACHINES

GUYSON Beadblaster with 24” Rotary Table, Gun, 56” x 25” x 24” Inside Dimensions, sn:MZ234 • SMT – PULLMAX Model P9 Nibbler Sheet Metal Working Machine with 3/8” x 63” Throat, Forming, Shearing, Circle Shear & Louver • MAX TOOL Power Circle Shear, Model MTC-52, with Spindle Speeds Variable to 350 RPM, sn:1529, mfg:1999 • LOCKFORMER 20 GA. Rollformer, sn:208138 • TENNSMITH 12 GA. x 48” Finger Brake, Model HBO4812, sn:17881 • TENNSMITH 16 GA. x 52” Stomp Shear with Manual Backgage, sn:18881 • PEXTO Model 88 5 Ton Kick Press with 24” Throat, sn:2698-04-83 • PEXTO Model 1946 Power Beader, Foot Actuator, sn:1627H • ACME 75 KVA Spot Welder, Model 3-30-75 with 30” Throat, Foot Actuator, sn:8636

WELDING

MILLER Portable Trailblazer 44D Diesel Powered 300 Amp AC/DC Welding Power Supply, sn:KC24072 • MILLER 330ST Aircrater AC/DC 300 amp Welding Power Source, sn:JH187502, with Miller 2A Radiator • MILLER Maxtron 450 CC/VC DC 450 Amp Inverter Arc Mig Welder, sn:KE649004, with Miller 60 Series Wire Feeder • LINCOLN Square Wave TIG 255 AC/DC 255 Amp Stick & Tig Welder, sn:10022-U1693013374, with Lincoln Magnum Radiator • MILLER Dimension 452 CC/VC DC 450 Amp Mig Welder, sn:LC660616, with Miller 70 Series Wire Feeder

MILLER 330A/AB AC/DC 300 Amp Tig Welder, sn:HK339706, with Miller 2A Radiator • MILLER 300A/AB AC/DC 300 Amp Power Source, sn:HG084603, with Miller 2A Radiator • THERMAL DYNAMICS Pak 44 Cutting System, sn:XT1305A70616G • (2) 5’ X 5’ ACORN STYLE Welding Tables • Assorted Heavy Duty Steel Tables, C-Clamps, Welding Supplies & Cabinets, Hammers, Etc.

TRUCKS & TRAILERS

FREIGHTLINER Century Class Truck with Sleeper, Detroit Diesel Series 60, 470 HP at 2100 RPM, 532,550 Miles, Tandem Axle Duals, vin:1FUYSFEB3X977024, mfg:1998

FREIGHTLINER Single Cab Truck with 611 CID Cummins Diesel, Single Axle Duals, 468,378 Miles, vin:1JK407614, mfg:1988

(2) AZTEC Single Drop Deck Trailers with 48’ Spread Axles, 80,000 GVWR, vin:1A0BR4B335M100977, vin:1A0BR4B365M100996, mfg:1995

CRANES & HOISTS, MATERIAL HANDLING

(10) GORBEL 1 & 2 Ton Freestanding Bridge Crane Systems with Electric Hoists, Bridges, Uprights and Rails • (2) SPANCO 2 Ton Freestanding 360° Jibs with Yale 2 Ton Capacity Electric Hoists • SPANCO 1/2 Ton Freestanding 360° Jib with a 1000 lb. Capacity Electric Hoist • (3) YALE 4000 lb. Capacity Walk Behind Electric Forklifts with 24 Volts, sn:N373633, sn:N370703, sn:N372631 • RAYMOND 3000 lb. Capacity Walk Behind Electric Boom Lift

TOOLROOM, HUGE QTY OF PERISHABLE TOOLING & MISC.

OVER (70) STANLEY VIDMAR MULTI DRAWER CABINETS • (6) Laminate Top Workbenches with qty of (2) – 5 Drawer Vidmar Cabinets • YUASA & HARTFORD Super Spacers • NIKNEN, HOFMANN, MOORE, YUASA Rotary Tables • Compound Rotary Tables, 5C Collet Closers • (24) 6” – 10” KURT Machine Vises • BRIDGEPORT & KENSA Rotary Tables • 5C Collets, R8 & Spring Collets, Perishable Tooling Including: Carbide End Mills, Carbide Boring Bars, Carbide Inserts, Standard End Mills, Boring Bars, Number & Letter Drill Bits, Fractional Drill Bits, Metric Drill Bits, Taps & Dies, Reamers, Counterbores, Countersinks, Slitting Saws, Milling Cutters, Broomches, Jacobs Chucks, Hole Saws, Morse Taper Bits & Adapters, Number & Letter Stamps, Nuts, Bolts, Cup Screws, Roll Pins, Snap Rings, Cotter Pins, Sockets, End Wrenches, Allen Wrenches, R-8 Collets, Spring Collets, 5C Collets, SULLAIR 15 HP Rotary Screw Air Compressor, Model BE15H with Holding Tank, sn:003-91689 • Other Assorted Air Compressors • XYBEX 750 Coolant Recovery System
FOR MORE TERMS & CONDITIONS PLEASE SEE WWW.ASSET-SALES.COM

YOUR PARTICIPATION AND BIDDING ARE CONSIDERED A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT – IT IS PROHIBITED TO BID ON ANY ITEM THAT YOU CANNOT PAY FOR IN FULL BY THE SPECIFIED DATE OR REMOVE BY DESIGNATED DATE.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL, ON AN “AS IS – WHERE IS,” “IN PLACE,” “WITH ALL FAULTS” BASIS.

A 13% BUYER’S PREMIUM WILL APPLY TO ALL ONSITE PURCHASES AND A 16% BUYER’S PREMIUM FOR ONLINE PURCHASES.

UPCOMING AUCTIONS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th
ANNAPOLIS PARTNERS
Heavy Machining, Plate Rolling & Metal Fabrication Facility
Annapolis, MD

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16th
Surplus to the Ongoing Needs of NSA INDUSTRIES, LLC.
Amadas, Lasers & Fabricating Facility
St. Johnsbury, VT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18th
Surplus to the Ongoing Needs of NIM-COR INC.
ONLINE ONLY
Large Capacity Machine Shop
Nashua, NH

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8th
PLAZA MACHINE TOOL COMPANY INC.
CNC & Manual Machine Shop
Milan, TN

PUBLIC AUCTION

Plant Closed – Equipment Formerly Part of PARSONS

FABRICATION & DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX
Lathe Model CNC, Manual Machining & Fabrication Machining
Pasco, WA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd @ 9:00 A.M. PDT